Union Gains in Czech Mines

The American Newspaper Guild, the largest labor organization in the world, has won a major victory in its drive to organize Czechoslovak workers. The Guild has signed its first agreement with a new company in the Czechoslovak coalmining industry, and negotiations are now being held for the extension of the agreement to still other companies.

The new agreement is expected to cover 25,000 workers in the coal mining industry in Czechoslovakia. The terms of the agreement provide for a minimum daily wage of 750 crowns, a twelve-hour workday, and a seven-day rest period.

The American Newspaper Guild, which represents over 150,000 workers in the United States, has been active in the international labor movement for many years. In recent years, the Guild has been involved in organizing workers in many countries, including Czechoslovakia.

More Czech Workers Jailed By Bosses

Prague (AP) — A series of strikebreakers, including two American citizens, have been arrested in Prague in connection with the recent strike at the Glanzstoff factory. The strike started over a wage dispute and has since spread to other factories in the city. The police have made several arrests, including the two Americans, in an attempt to break the strike.

Militant Slovak Workers Defy Cops

Budapest (AP) — The Hungarian government has arrested several hundred workers in an attempt to put down the latest strike at the Glanzstoff factory. The workers are demanding better wages and working conditions, but the police have used violence and arrests to try to stop the strike.

Mimic War Is Preparation for Real War

New York (AP) — The American Newspaper Guild, the largest labor organization in the world, has won a major victory in its drive to organize Czechoslovak workers. The Guild has signed its first agreement with a new company in the Czechoslovak coalmining industry, and negotiations are now being held for the extension of the agreement to still other companies.

The new agreement is expected to cover 25,000 workers in the coal mining industry in Czechoslovakia. The terms of the agreement provide for a minimum daily wage of 750 crowns, a twelve-hour workday, and a seven-day rest period.

The American Newspaper Guild, which represents over 150,000 workers in the United States, has been active in the international labor movement for many years. In recent years, the Guild has been involved in organizing workers in many countries, including Czechoslovakia.